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(54) Machine for processing textile webs and corresponding processing method

(57) Machine for processing textile webs and corre-
sponding processing method, with the machine compris-
ing first and second chambers (1, 2) for gathering a textile
web (5), first and second driving means (3, 4) for intro-
ducing and removing textile web (5). Also, it has third
driving means (8) for producing the alternative movement
of web (5) between the first and second chambers (1, 2).
Web (5) forms a striking path (9) between the first and

second chambers (1, 2) that comprises at least a first
and a second branch (13, 14). The first and second
branches (13, 14) move at a longitudinal speed (L). Also,
between the first and second branches (13, 14) at least
one active striking unit (6) strikes web (5) at a speed that
has a perpendicular component (N) that is normal to the
longitudinal speed (L). This perpendicular component (N)
is at least two times greater than the longitudinal speed
(L).
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Description

Field of the invention

�[0001] The invention relates to a machine for process-
ing textile webs comprising a first chamber for gathering
an input textile web, a second gathering chamber for the
output of said textile web, first driving means for gradually
introducing said textile web into said first chamber, sec-
ond driving means for gradually removing said textile web
from said second chamber, and third alternative opera-
tion driving means suitable for producing the alternative
movement of said textile web between said first chamber
and said second chamber.
�[0002] Also, the invention relates to a method for
processing textile webs.

State of the art

�[0003] In the state of the art, machines are known for
processing fabric on a web, wherein a web of fabric is
moved along a path between two gathering chambers.
Along the path, between both gathering chambers, var-
ious impact elements are provided which the fabric
knocks against as it is being processed. This processing
is known in Spanish as "tumbleado", which is a Spanish
adaptation of the English term "tumbling". By striking the
web against the impact elements, the tumbling gives the
fabric web a softer, more flexible and voluminous texture
by relaxing the web structure.
�[0004] An example of these machines can be found in
Spanish patent ES2172364 in the name of the same ap-
plicant. This machine comprises a gathering chamber for
the input fabric, a gathering chamber for the output fabric,
first means for gradually introducing the fabric into the
first chamber and second means for gradually removing
the fabric from the second chamber. Also, between both
chambers a passage conduit is provided for the fabric
web, through which, fabric propulsion means by means
of a high speed air jet that operate alternatively to produce
an alternative movement of the fabric between both
chambers. In this conduit impact elements are provided
that can receive the impact of the fabric. These impact
elements move between an impact position and a pas-
sage position in a way that is synchronised with the al-
ternative movement of the fabric.
�[0005] In this machine the fabric web moves at high
speed between both chambers, whereas the impact el-
ements are static as the web passes. This arrangement
consumes a considerable amount of energy due to the
high speed at which the web has to be propelled. More-
over, when the web hits against the impact elements, it
rubs constantly. This constant rubbing causes the phe-
nomenon known as "peeling"; in other words, the fabric
is worn by the rubbing.
�[0006] Also, in this machine, the high-�speed air jet pro-
pulsion means are not always used efficiently. This is
due to the fact that different width webs are processed

and, when processing narrow webs, the electricity used
to generate the air currents is not fully utilized, and there-
fore electrical energy is consumed unnecessarily. More-
over, the air jet propulsion also hinders the simultaneous
processing of two or more fabric webs arranged in parallel
in the machine. For example, the fabric webs for towels
are usually narrow and only partially occupy the useful
processing width of the machine. So, in order to reduce
the total processing time, it is advisable to provide two
or more webs in a parallel arrangement along the
processing width so that they can run simultaneously be-
tween the first and second gathering chambers. Howev-
er, when it is desired to process two or more webs in
parallel in the same processing sequence, the charac-
teristics of the fabric in these webs need to be virtually
identical. Otherwise, the feeding speed of each web be-
tween both chambers may be different. Moreover, the
high speed air jet produces a lateral drift phenomenon in
the webs which does not allow narrow webs to be proc-
essed and may cause them to become tangled together.
Both phenomena can interrupt the tumbling processing
and this considerably affects the processing time and
therefore the processing costs.

Disclosure of the invention

�[0007] The aim of the invention is to overcome this
drawback. This aim is achieved through a machine for
processing textile webs of the type indicated at the be-
ginning, characterized in that between said first gathering
chamber and said second chamber, said textile web
forms a path comprising at least a first striking branch
and a second striking branch, with said first and second
branches moving at a longitudinal speed, in that between
said first and second branches said machine comprises
an active striking unit with a striking element, with said
striking element striking said textile web at a speed that
has a perpendicular component that is normal to said
longitudinal speed, with said perpendicular component
being, at least, two times greater than said longitudinal
speed.
�[0008] In fact, contrary to the state of the art machines,
in this machine the web moves at a rather slow speed,
whereas the striking elements hit the web at a high speed.
This is a substantial difference, since on the one hand,
much less power is needed to move the web, thereby
reducing the electrical consumption of the machine. On
the other hand, the striking elements hit the web cleanly,
virtually without rubbing it. In other words, the striking is
substantially perpendicular to the trajectory of the textile
web. By virtue of this aspect, the "peeling" effect is not
produced on the textile web, which is highly desirable,
as optimum tumbling is achieved without thereby spoiling
the textile web, or varying its superficial appearance.
�[0009] There are many ways of producing the striking
action perpendicular to the textile web, such as for ex-
ample, by moving the striking element in a lineal direction
using a slider mechanism. Nevertheless, preferably said
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striking element swings around a rotation axis.
�[0010] Preferably said striking element performs an al-
ternative movement around said rotation axis, so that
said striking element strikes said first and second branch-
es alternatively. This can double the number of strikes
each time the textile web passes.
�[0011] Preferably said striking unit comprises two strik-
ing elements diametrically opposite to said rotation axis.
Irrespective of the fact that this characteristic can quad-
ruple the number of strikes made on the web, what is
even more significant is that this is a balanced system,
which is particularly important in reducing possible ma-
chine breakdowns.
�[0012] Preferably, the machine comprises two third
driving means provided between said first and second
textile web gathering chambers, and a third gathering
chamber is provided between said two third driving
means, so that said path comprises a third and a fourth
striking branches, and between said second and third
branches said machine comprises a striking unit. This
arrangement has several advantages. On the one hand,
both surfaces of the textile web can be processed, which
avoids having to re- �introduce the textile web on the re-
verse side to process the surface that has not yet been
processed. Also, with the third gathering chamber re-
verse rollers are not needed. This is particularly interest-
ing because it avoids any unnecessary tension on the
textile web.
�[0013] As already mentioned, with the state of the art
machines different web widths are processed, whereby
the air jet propulsion means are not used efficiently, since
the useful width of the machine is not always occupied.
Therefore, preferably, in the machine according to the
invention said third driving means are electromechanical
driving means that comprise textile web dragging rollers.
Also, the invention proposes a textile web processing
method with a machine according to the invention that
comprises simultaneously processing at least two textile
webs, where said textile webs are gathered simultane-
ously in said first chamber by said first driving means,
they are removed simultaneously from said second
chamber by said second driving means, where said third
alterative operation driving means produce the simulta-
neous alternative movement of said textile webs between
said first chamber and said second chamber, where said
first and second branches of said textile webs move si-
multaneously at a longitudinal speed, and where said
striking unit hits said textile webs simultaneously with a
striking element at a speed that has a perpendicular com-
ponent that is normal to said longitudinal speed.
�[0014] In fact, in the machine according to the invention
the web is moved alternatively by the mechanical drag-
ging action produced by the rollers. In turn, the rollers
are driven by electric motors, which provides two impor-
tant advantages. The first advantage is that it avoids the
unnecessary waste of energy which implies that the air
jet blows idle in the state of the art machines when the
web does not cover the machine’s full useful width. On

the other hand, when various webs are processed in par-
allel, thanks to the dragging action of the rollers, it is guar-
anteed that all the webs move at the same speed. This
implies that webs with very different physical character-
istics can be processed simultaneously. Also, in the ma-
chine according to the invention neither is it essential that
the width of the various webs be the same.

Brief description of the drawings

�[0015] Other advantages and characteristics of the in-
vention can be appreciated from the following descrip-
tion, wherein, some preferable non-�limiting embodiments
of the invention are described, with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:�

Fig. 1 is a front schematic view of a first embodiment
of the invention.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of a striking unit.
Fig. 3 is a front schematic view of a second embod-
iment of the invention.

Detailed description of some embodiments of the inven-
tion

�[0016] Figure 1 shows a first embodiment of the ma-
chine according to the invention. The machine has a first
and a second gathering chamber 1, 2 for textile web 5.
Textile web 5 is introduced into the first chamber 1 by
first driving means 3 and it is removed by second driving
means 4. Between the first and second chambers 1, 2
two third driving means 8 are responsible for moving tex-
tile web 5 alternatively between the first and second
chambers 1, 2. As it can be seen in the figures, between
the two third driving means 8, in the machine a third textile
web gathering chamber 15 is provided. The gathering of
textile web 5 is electronically controlled to guarantee that
the whole machine works correctly constantly. The strik-
ing path 9 that textile web 5 forms between first and sec-
ond chambers 1, 2, has a first and a second striking
branches 13, 14 between first chamber 1 and third cham-
ber 15, and third and fourth branches 16, 17 between
third chamber 15 and second chamber 2.
�[0017] Also, the machine comprises four striking units
6 provided between pairs of branches 13, 14, 16, and 17
that have two striking elements 7 arranged diametrically
opposite to rotation axis 10. This way, striking elements
7, perform an oscillating alternative movement with re-
spect to rotation axis 10. For example, striking unit 6 pro-
vided between first and second branches 13, 14 strikes
against the same surface of textile web 5. The moment
that top striking element 7 of said striking unit 6 hits
against first branch 13, lower striking element 7 hits
against second branch 14.
�[0018] In turn, the two striking units 6 provided on the
third chamber 15, hit against the opposite surface of tex-
tile web 5, which reduces the processing time of said
textile web 5. Also, in this embodiment the use of reverse
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rollers is avoided, whereby textile web 5 moves with a
very reduced tension level, which is very advantageous
in that it does not stretch the fabric prematurely, and in-
stead causes it to shrink.
�[0019] As can be seen in the figures, associated to
striking units 6 there are gas outlets 12 that spray a jet
of gas onto the contrary surface of textile web 5 in the
area where striking units 6 are located. This spraying of
gas onto textile web 5 is particularly favourable because,
as can be seen in Figure 2, it causes the web to form a
curve that guarantees that striking element 7 strikes in
an idlely; in other words, that it does not strike web 5
against a solid surface, which would contribute to wearing
the material of web 5 prematurely. Advantageously, the
gas sprayed is hot air. With this, if processing a wet textile
web 5, this spraying of gas can be used to dry the material
during the tumbling. Alternatively, if the textile web is
processed dry, the gas can also be steam, which softens
the fabric and also improves the tumbling results.
�[0020] Figure 2 shows in detail the operating principle
of the machine according to invention. Textile web 5
moves at a longitudinal speed L, orientated in a substan-
tially vertical direction. Striking element 7 performs a ro-
tational movement around rotational rotation axis 10.
This way, if the speed of striking element 7 is decom-
posed into a perpendicular component N and a longitu-
dinal component, the perpendicular component N will be
at least two times greater than the longitudinal speed L
at which textile web 5 moves.
�[0021] The machine according to the invention has
higher features than the state of the art machines. In par-
ticular, this machine can perform about 24,000 strikes
per minute, whereas the state of the art machines only
performed a maximum of about 75 strikes per minute.
Evidently this leads to a very significant reduction in the
processing times and consequently also in costs.
�[0022] Moreover, it is worth mentioning that a textile
web 5 intended for manufacturing towels weighs approx-
imately 800 g/m2 dry and 1500 g/m2 wet. As a person
skilled in the art will appreciate, moving these masses at
high speed implies using a considerable amount of elec-
tricity. Thanks to the fact that the machine according to
the invention moves the textile web at slow speeds, the
electricity used is drastically reduced. In particular, the
speeds at which the web moves in machines that are
already known vary between 400 and 1000 m/min,
whereas in the machine according to the invention, the
movement speed varies between 25 and 40 m/min.
�[0023] Figure 3 shows a second embodiment of the
machine according to the invention. The difference in this
machines lies mainly in the fact that the third textile web
gathering chamber 15 is not provided. As said third cham-
ber 15 is absent, reverse rollers 11 have to be used that
increase the tension on the textile web, which makes this
embodiment more appropriate for heavy and originally
rigid webs which do not need to be shrunk, such as in
webs of artificial leather, thick upholstery, etc.
�[0024] Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning the ad-

vantage implied by the alternative driving by rollers that
are driven by electric motors. In particular, the textile web
transport system that uses a large flow of compressed
air requires power rates of between 22 and 50 kW, de-
pending on the useful width, whereas with a textile web
transport system that uses rollers the power required is
between 1.1 and 1.5 kW. If we add to this value the power
required by the ventilators associated to the gas outlets
12, the overall power required is between 40% and 60
% of the total power needed for a textile web transport
system that runs on a high flow of compressed air.

Claims

1. Machine for processing textile webs comprising a
first chamber (1) for gathering an input textile web
(5), a second gathering chamber (2) for the output
of said textile web (5), first driving means (3) for grad-
ually introducing said textile web (5) into said first
chamber (1), second driving means (4) for gradually
removing said textile web (5) from said second
chamber (2), and third alternative operation driving
means (8) suitable for producing the alternative
movement of said textile web (5) between said first
chamber (1) and said second chamber (2), charac-
terized in that

[a] between said first chamber (1) and said sec-
ond chamber (2), said textile web (5) forms a
striking path (9) comprising at least a first striking
branch (13) and a second striking branch (14),
[b] with said first and second branches (13, 14)
moving at a longitudinal speed (L), in that
[c] between said first and second branches (13,
14) said machine comprises an active striking
unit (6) with a striking element (7),
[d] with said striking element (7) striking said tex-
tile web (5) at a speed that has a perpendicular
component (N) that is normal to said longitudinal
speed (L), and
[e] with said perpendicular component (N) be-
ing, at least, two times greater than said longi-
tudinal speed (L).

2. Machine according to claim 1, characterized in that
said striking element (7) swings around a rotation
axis (10).

3. Machine according to claim 162, characterized in
that said striking element (7) performs an alternative
movement around said rotation axis (10), so that said
striking element (7) strikes said first and second
branches (13, 14) alternatively.

4. Machine according to any of the claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that said striking unit (6) comprises two
striking elements (7) diametrically opposite to said
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rotation axis (10).

5. Machine according to any of the claims 1 to 4, char-
acterized in that it comprises two third driving
means (8) provided between said first and second
textile web gathering chambers (1, 2), and a third
textile web gathering chamber (15) provided be-
tween said two third driving means (8), so that said
path (9) comprises a third and fourth striking branch-
es (16, 17), and in that between said second and
third branches (14, 16) said machine comprises a
striking unit (6).

6. Machine according to any of the claims 1 a 5, char-
acterized in that said third driving means (8) are
electromechanical driving means comprising textile
web dragging rollers.

7. Machine according to any of the claims 1 a 6, char-
acterized in that each striking unit (6) has at least
one associated gas outlet (12) that is suitable for
spraying a jet of gas onto said textile web (5), with
said gas outlet (12) being provided on the surface of
said textile web (5) opposite said corresponding
striking unit (6).

8. Machine according to claim 7, characterized in that
said gas is hot air.

9. Machine according to claim 7, characterized in that
said gas is steam.

10. Machine according to any of the claims 1 a 9, char-
acterized in that said textile web (5) is introduced
dry into said machine.

11. Machine according to any of the claims 1 a 9, char-
acterized in that said textile web (5) is introduced
wet into said machine.

12. Method for processing textile webs in a machine ac-
cording to any of the claims 1 to 11, characterized
in that it comprises simultaneously processing at
least two textile webs (5), where said textile webs
(5) are gathered simultaneously in said first chamber
(1) by said first driving means (3), they are removed
simultaneously from said second chamber (2) by
said second driving means (4), where said third al-
ternative operation driving means (8) produce the
simultaneous alternative movement of said textile
webs (5) between said first chamber (1) and said
second chamber (2), where said first and second
branches (13, 14) of said textile webs (5) move si-
multaneously at a longitudinal speed (L), and where
said striking unit (6) strikes said textile webs (5) si-
multaneously with a striking element (7) at a speed
that has a perpendicular component (N) that is nor-
mal to said longitudinal speed (L).
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